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Teleseries



Video Link Password

Mabel is expelled from her home after a “regrettable mistake” that ended in scandal, is about 
to lose her children’s tuition. In an attempt to have a better living, she will begin a daring 
entrepreneurship: a clandestine motel where she will meet the love of her life, a  charming  
doctor. What Mabel doesn’t know is that this man is actually a con man hired to cheat on her.

Mabel’s 
Secret

80 x 45’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7627803 LTDM
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Drama Comedy

Synopsis

TO GET HER CHILDREN BACK, SHE WILL START A CLANDESTINE 
BUSINESS, THAT WOULD GIVE PLEASURE TO MANY... 

WHAT COULD GO WRONG?

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7627803


Video Link Password

Rafael Catalan is going to marry his girlfriend of years. She is pregnant and he gave his word, 
but his true love is Dafne, an employee of his family’s bakery. The marriage is not performed, 
because Rafael’s father collapses on the bride’s cake. The party becomes a funeral and the last 
will of the patriarch, unleashes the storm: the reality is that he has another family; another woman 
and two daughters (Dafne and Danae) who own 50% of the Catalan Bakeries.

From now on, everything seems to collapse, Rafael is in love with his sister and their families 
hate each other.

Catalan Kind 
of Love

94 x 45’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6107299 ALAC2019
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Drama Comedy

Synopsis

THE BREAD BURNS ON THE OVEN DOOR.

Duration

Canal 13  AGTV
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6107299


Video Link Password

Clara, an expert sociologist in human rights and a mother; dissatisfied with the investigation of 
the disappearance of her son Manuel in a cordilleran sector, she will embark on a path in search 
of him or the culprits by taking the law into her own hands to bring justice. In that search, she 
will discover the existence of a drug trafficking network. The laboratory and operations center 
of this network are located in the vicinity of a place called “Río Oscuro”. Immigrants are brought 
illegally to Chile and forced to work in the laboratory. After an investigation was carried out in 
“Río Oscuro”, Clara will discover that her child was caught after discovering this network. 

Clara will try to connect her son’s whereabouts in “Río Oscuro”, a place where no one is who 
appears to be. Little by little, she will discover that all the inhabitants are involved with this 
powerful drug-trafficking network, either by working for the network or simply by keeping silent 
in exchange for protection or favors. 

In addition, she will unravel the connections of the cartel with different agents of power that 
make her live in the shadows and in the most absolute impunity.

Dark River

94 x 45’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5943373 RO2019
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Thriller

Synopsis

A MOTHER WILLING TO DO ANYTHING 
TO FIND HER SON.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/album/5817657


Video Link Password

The world of four inseparable friends collapses following a bachelor party with unsuspected 
consequences. After a fatal accident that results in the death of a minor, these inseparable 
friends will be overwhelmed by guilt and fear of losing everything. They will do the unthinkable 
to cover their faults and try not to drag their families, or the women they love, to a world 
of pain, betrayal and evil.  Blood Pact, a teleseries where loyalty will be put to the test, a 
dangerous one-way trip, during which not only will they try to save their friendship, but also  
find a way out without being harmed.

Blood Pact

94 x 45’

https://vimeo.com/album/5817657 PDS2019
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Thriller

Synopsis

A HANGOVER THAT WILL NEVER END ...

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/album/5817657


Video Link Password

Rosario Garcia is an important and successful real estate executive who, suddenly, becomes 
Ema’s guardian, a friend’s daughter who recently became an orphan. While an adoption agency 
looks for a new home, Ema will have to learn to live with an inexperienced mother who is 
also facing another important challenge in her life: love. Rosario feels strongly attracted to her 
enemy, the ecologist Dr. Gaston Rodríguez, until Sergio Valenzuela, Ema’s father -who has a 
vested interest in Rosario- appears on the map. Ema and Rosario build a strong bond, but the 
ghosts of the past between them threaten to put an end to this relationship.

It Was 
Worth It!

95 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892753 VLP2019
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

BECAUSE LOVE IT ALWAYS IS.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892753


Video Link Password

After 27 years in a coma, idealistic Pancho Bustamante  wakes up in an entirely different body 
and world from what he remembers last. 

He is fascinated by the political, social and technological changes which have taken place in 
the last years, but he is also disappointed because the happiness he was promised isn’t what he 
imagined. While trying to adapt to 2016, Pancho will once again cross paths with the love of his 
life, Rafaela Guerra, who is now a woman through and through, the owner of “El Toro Taquilla”, 
a popular smokehouse and BBQ restaurant where the people of the Independencia area can 
eat and dance. On top of that, Rafaela started a family with none other than Alejandro “Jano” 
Toro, Pancho’s best friend, the man he considered practically a brother. 

Rafaela and Jano have 26-year-old twins: organized Bastian and relaxed Gabriel, they are like 
water and oil.

To the couple’s relief, Pancho suffers from blackouts as a product of the coma and doesn’t 
remember a fundamental piece of information of his life: the day of the accident, Rafaela 
confessed she was pregnant with his offspring. The twins, who are years ahead of him intellectually 
speaking, are Pancho’s children. Pancho, with all the romanticism and idealistic nature of his 
20-year-old soul, will fight with all his might to win Rafaela’s love again, while she, with an entire 
life as baggage, will face the decision of giving him another chance or keeping what she’s 
accomplished in the last 27 years. 

Pancho, Rafaela and Jano will be the center of this great love story filled with romance and 
comedy. They will entertain us and make us think about what we dreamed of becoming, what 
we have turned into and the person we can be.

Young at 40

96 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5827921 202019
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Romantic Romedy Format Available

Synopsis

THERE ARE LOVES 
THAT ARE NEVER FORGOTTEN.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5827921


Video Link Password

The Vegas is a family of four women: the mother and three daughters, forced to take over a 
very peculiar business to pay the deceased father’s debts: a women’s night club. The supposedly 
“perfect” father and husband, who dies under very suspicious circumstances, leaves them with 
no money, many debts and lots of secrets that will emerge little by little: a double life, a second 
family, a group of mobster friends… and a night club.

The Vegas family will have to leave their shame and moral aside to take forward this particular 
venture or lose absolutely everything. Not only they will work with a group of inexperienced 
“strippers” but also they will risk the little stability left in their lives by dealing with the prejudices 
of those around them, resist the temptation, and not get carried away by their own passion. By 
working in the industry of sensuality, these women begin a journey of liberation and independence 
that will change their lives forever.

The Vega´s 

90 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6715262 LVENG2019
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Dramedy Format Available

Synopsis

IN THIS JOB
MEN MUST TAKE PANTS OFF!

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6715262


Video Link Password

“RUNAWAYS” is the story of four woman who for different reasons end up in prison and as they 
decide to breakout to recuperate their lives, they learn about love, friendship and forgiveness 
on the run. Lorena is a 30 year old hardworking woman who has been wrongly convicted for 
the murder of Juan Pablo, a co-worker. 

Frida, a 36 year old woman, carefree and happy, has been convicted for selling stolen 
merchandise. Martha, a mature woman of 60 years old, used to be a housewife abused by her 
husband until she killed him with her own hands. And Lissette, 22, is serving time for burglary, 
caught stealing at her mother’s work. On New Year’s eve, Lissette organizes the breakout which 
creates a chaotic stampede in which dozens of inmates escape. Now outside, Lorena seeks 
to clear her name with the help of Alex, her defense lawyer and with whom she will have a 
romance.

He will face the powerful Márquez Family, owners of the foundation where Lorena used to work, 
to find out what really happened the night she was accused. But Lorena will also have to face 
her unfinished love story with Ismael, who besides being Juan Pabló s best friend and husband 
of the Director of the Foundation, is the prosecutor in charge of catching her and the rest of 
the “Runaways”. 

Lorena now must fight for her freedom, for her honor and against the love of her life. Will 
they continue to stay together even against all odds? Will they recover their so-much-wanted 
freedom? Will they be able to outwit the law to obtain their goals? She was blamed for a crime 
she did not commit and now, will seek to prove her innocence at all costs.

Runaways

114 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892744 RUN2019
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

NOBODY ESCAPES FROM LOVE.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892744


Video Link Password

In the summer of 1981 a series of crimes hit the city of Viña del Mar in Chile. Fourteen murders 
and violations frighten all citizens. Inspector Ramiro Opazo, from the Police Department is 
responsible to catch the criminals. But what he doesn’t suspect is that not only will he risk his 
life but also his marriage and heart. Journalist Javier Montes has a perfect life, a wonderful 
girlfriend and a job he loves. But during the investigation Javier meets Sofía Ventura, the only 
survivor of the attacks.

From that moment on his life changes forever. Ten suspects, three confessions and three death 
row inmates. A spiral of confusion leads to an impressive execution by a firing squad. In a city 
that never sleeps, where everyone hides secrets, anyone can be guilty.

Secretos
en el Jardín

100 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979611 SEEJ2019
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Drama Thriller Format Available

Synopsis

THE MYSTERY OF THE PSYCHOPATHS OF VIÑA.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979611


Video Link Password

Six men, unfairly dismissed from their jobs, decide to take revenge and form an inexperienced 
band to rob the trucks of their old transport company. But what they ignore is that the new 
owner is one of the most dangerous mobsters of all Ciudad de Este and South America – “El 
Chileno”. What started just as a one-time robbery (out of vengeance) turns out to be a spiral of 
unexpected dangers that will force them to move into the underworld.

Their worst fear won’t be escaping from the police or the bad guys, but to face their wives and 
pretend to have a normal life, which includes: changing diapers, going to the mall and even 
taking their mother-in-law to the physician. It’s in their DNA and they cannot help it… They will 
always be just a bunch of PUSHOVERS.

Pushovers

96 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979606 PEL2019
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Dramedy Format Available

Synopsis

THEY’VE ALL FILLED THEIR QUOTA.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979606


Video Link Password

Historical events that marked an erasable legacy in Chile are narrated and showed from a 
perspective of a typical middle class family life, the Herrera’s. The military government, the great 
economic crisis, the earthquake of 1985, among others, will be part of the context in which the 
life of this family takes place. A time full of changes and nostalgia.

The 80´s

78 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892706 L80S2019
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Dramedy Format Available

Synopsis

MORE THAN A FASHION.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892706


Video Link Password

Angel Mercader, a severe and authoritarian doctor who educated his seven sons with the same 
rigor he lived under his father. 

He wants them all to be strong, successful and surrounded by women— real men. 

Each Mercader brother has a very distinctive personality: Alonso (42) a widower tormented 
by the memory of his dead wife. Armando (40), unemployed, divorced and who lives with his 
hyperactive son; Ariel (32), the prodigal son who comes back with a great secret; Alex (30), a 
handsome young man who loves all women, a ladies’ man; Adan (25) the sensitive son in search 
of true love; Amaro (23), a passionate college boy who falls in love with his mature teacher; 
Antonio (18), the non-prejudiced son who dates the maid’s daughter.

Machos

151 x 50´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5834518 MACHOS2019.
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

THE BRUTAL PASSION OF SEVEN BROTHERS.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5834518


Video Link Password

FIERCE is the story of Soledad Gutierrez, a courageous teacher, who moves from Temuco to 
Santiago, pursuing a better economic stability and future with her three sons: Leo, Damián 
and Benjamin The family arrives at a condominium called “Rinconada de Peñalolén”, where 
Soledad meets Guillermo Bernard again, the greatest love of her youth, who is now a millionaire 
businessman and owner of the place. Twenty years ago, Guillermo was engaged to Soledad, but 
one day he mysteriously disappears leaving her alone and broken hearted. Soledad never knew 
the real reason for his disappearance: Guillermo was turned into a werewolf and run away from 
her in order not to harm her and to master the beast inside him. Guillermo is now a successful 
and ruthless businessman who maintains a wild and passionate relationship with Kiara, a sexy 
female werewolf, who will do anything to keep Bernard at her side and away from Soledad.

At the University, Leo and Damian meet Amanda and begin to fight for her love; she likes 
both brothers equally and cannot make up her mind and heart. Leo is a young, interesting 
and mysterious man, who captivates her immediately, with his passion. Damian is a young 
and seductive man who hides a big heart behind a tough pose and a daredevil’s armor. He 
captivates Amanda with his strong personality. However, during the first full moon night, Leo’s life 
changes radically when he is attacked by a ferocious beast and starts the process of becoming 
a werewolf. Thus, the moon will play with all hearts in a story full of passion and impossible 
loves. Ordinary people fighting and mastering their inner beasts…in order to love.

Fierce

96 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7295097 FRZ20
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

WILD LOVE.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7295097


Video Link Password

“The pleasant and funny life of Max, Joaquín, Borja, Richard and Trompo, a relaxed group of 
mechanics, is altered by different women who suddenly take charge of their lives. The first one 
is Ximena, Max’s ex-wife, who right after their divorce, snatched his beloved workshop, the 
business that occupied a great part of Max’s life and took him years to build. 

Ximena starts making big changes at the workshop, from exploiting the good looks of the young 
mechanics to attract female customers, to demanding longer working hours. Such actions trigger 
these studs’ anger, who know a lot about motors and little about being managed by a woman, 
who apart from not knowing a thing about mechanics, brings along her two girlfriends: a sexy 
mechanic that revolutionizes the place and an ex secretary, who disrupts the peace with her 
rages and shouts. 

Now, Max’s objective is to recover his workshop and Ximena’s to keep it hers. The male 
personnel will begin to change too following the advice of a woman’s voice on the radio. With 
her straight and direct speeches, she evidences the behavior of men in real life and the secrets 
hidden in their words of love. This advice will question Joaquín’s actions and words, turning his 
love life into a hell of confusions and excuses. He proposes to meet the person causing his 
misfortunes and conquer her to make her get trapped in her own words. The battle of the sexes 
is not over and it seems that the only way to find peace is to assume that we care about love 
and that for the sake of love, it is worth putting it all aside.”Love

on Wheels

101 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7295196 GTYT
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

WHO CONTROLS WHOM?

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7295196


Video Link Password

Julian, an entrepreneur and the patriarch of the Dominguez family steps into this triangle when 
he rescues young Barbara, not knowing that from that day on, the life of his family will change 
forever. Barbara will discover with Julian a new way of love but her past is still haunting her. 
She will have to decide between her obsession for Gabriel and the mature love that Julian will 
lavish on her. 

The love between Barbara and Julian will encounter another obstacle, the women of the 
Dominguez family…  Julian’s three daughters are the first to resist this new relationship between 
their father and Barbara. Their secret hope has always been that Sofia, who was always very 
close to them, will take the place of their mother. Gabriel in the meantime is using Julian’s 
granddaughters to carry out his plan to revenge the couple by seducing Camilla, Tania, Matilda 
and Cecilia. What was not part of Gabriel’s plan was that Camilla’s sweetness and innocence 
would captivate and crumble all the barriers to his heart. 

The final duel between Julian and Gabriel is about to begin…  Julian will finally realize that 
nothing happened by chance: Barbara entering their lives, Gabriel showing up, as well as each 
of the dramatic events, but was contrived by the hunger for revenge that moves this enigmatic 
man. Gabriel has been accusing Julian of being the main player in a horrendous memory from 
his childhood. Julian is about to lose everything: his family, fortune and the woman he loves. 
Gabriel’s revenge is about to come true...”Temptation

101 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7295202 TNTCN
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

A RESISTLESS STORY.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7295202


Telenovelas



Video Link Password

“For your Love” is an endearing love story. Victoria is a humble woman who struggles to raise 
her family, especially her disabled daughter who is stuck in a wheelchair. Everyone expects 
Victoria to marry Juan, the man everyone believes is perfect for her, but Victoria sets her heart 
on Álvaro Lizárraga, a millionaire who is having problems in his marriage and who has a sick 
heart and that doesn’t have much time left to live. Victoria is unaware of this and will have 
to face her family, friends and even her own daughter, while fighting for a love that seems 
impossible.

For Your Love

80 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/album/5892705 LT2019
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Drama Comedy

Synopsis

A ENDEARING LOVE STORY.
YOU WILL LOVE CONQUER DEATH?.

Duration

Imagen Televisión
Producer

Worldwide / Except US. Hispanic, Guatemala, Costa 
Rica, Peru, Republica Dominicana y Chile

Availability

https://vimeo.com/album/5892705


Video Link Password

At the end of the 80’s, the Franklin neighborhood witnessed a story like no other. The love 
story between Yolanda Garrida, a modest young and proud daughter of her neighborhood, 
and Franklin Ulloa, who belonged to a family with great expectations. They both fought classism 
when they fell in love and decided to get married, but the opposition of the Ulloa family, created 
a dark deception to separate them, putting an end to their dream.

Pushed by a lie that his parents planned, Franklin decides to leave the country. Yolanda, on the 
other side, assuming that her boyfriend had cowardly abandoned her because of their class 
differences, promises to transform herself into a rich and powerful woman, in order to never 
suffer a humiliation again.

25 years later, Yolanda is known as “The Queen of Franklin”, the most successful business woman 
in the famous neighborhood. But the past always comes back and Yolanda will see her kingdom 
in danger when the Ulloa family snatches away her most precious warehouse and brings Franklin 
back into her life.

Queen of 
Franklin St

140 x 30´

https://vimeo.com/album/5892700 LRDF2019
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Comedy Drama

Synopsis

ALL’S FAIR IN LOVE AND WAR.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/album/5892700


Video Link Password

Macarena Muñoz, a 40 year-old married woman and mother of three children who feels she 
is no longer needed at home, takes the brave decision to go back to college and become a 
professional.

Without telling her family, Macarena takes the test to enter university where she obtains a high 
score. She decides to study Psychology provoking big tension in her family, which is divided 
among those who support her determination and those who reject it. That’s how Macarena 
becomes a “freshman mama”, who will find herself involved into a whole new social circle - 
young people who could be her children.

She begins to know and try to understand them as they are since the age gap is huge and youth 
has changed very much in recent years.Rafael, her first summer love, reappears at the university. 

The doubts and confusions of this unsolved love story, plus the conflicts at home due to her 
college adventure will endanger her stability and marriage.

How will she survive this first semester with so much pressure?

Fresman Mom

92 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892713 MM2019
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Dramedy

Synopsis

COLLEGE WILL NOT TEACH YOU ABOUT LIFE!.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892713


Video Link Password

Julieta and Gonzalo are a seemingly “perfect” couple but, after seven years of marriage, those 
charming little quirks which held them together in the past, have become their worst nightmare 
today – keeping them on the verge of separation.

Concerned, they seek help from a therapist, specialist on relationships, who advises them to 
take a “free pass”, a period of time where they must be alone and think about what they have 
failed individually and as a couple.

The rules are clear: they must be three months away from each other, none of them must know 
what the other is doing; and they have absolute freedom to do whatever and whoever they 
want … a tempting solution that will change their lives forever.

Free Pass

107 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892668 CL2019
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Comedy

Synopsis

SO CLOSE
YET SO FAR.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892668


Video Link Password

PAPI RICKY tells the story of Ricardo (Jorge Zabaleta) and Alicia (Cynthia Soto) an inseparable 
pair. The life of this father and his 8-year-old daughter is very special. Ricardo is a single parent 
who has raised Alicia all by himself. Alicia is a mischievous girl who has never really felt the 
lack of a mother, thanks to her devoted father. They are always on the road; they have lived 
in many different places and always for short periods of time. As if they were escaping from 
something or someone. Everything changes when Ricardo decides to return to Chile, accepting 
an unusually good job offer as a gym teacher at a private high school in Santiago.

They come to live to what appears to be an ideal and safe place for them, without knowing 
that someone has carefully manipulated and arranged their destiny. Their neighbors at the 
condominium will follow Ricardo and Alicia’s lives with great curiosity. The seemingly perfect 
father-daughter relationship will experience big changes when Alicia, with great determination, 
starts looking for a new mom and sets eyes on Catalina (María Elena Swett), a woman who 
embodies the darkest part in Ricardo’s life. What Alicia does not know is that her father has 
already fallen in love with Colomba (Tamara Acosta), a young teacher, and the perfect woman 
for him. The only woman Alicia has already discarded as a candidate to become her mom.

• Morocco 
• Costa Rica 
• Cyprus
• Indonesia 

• Israel 
• Poland 
• Bulgaria 
• Kosovo 

Papi Ricky

123 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892734 PR2019
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Comedy

Synopsis

Countries where “Papi Ricky” has been sold:

AND WHAT WOULD YOU DO 
FOR YOUR DAUGHTER?

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892734


Video Link Password

20 years ago, Camilo Sarmiento and Josefina Alcántara had three goals in life: love each other 
forever, travel the world and not have children. They would come back to Chile, once they 
got tired of traveling, to settle down and work; Camilo, as a public servant, and Josefina as a 
full-time writer. But things never go as planned, and before they noticed, they started having 
children. First, it was Barbara, then Cristóbal, Rosario, Sofía, Felipe, and finally the twins. Together 
they formed a big and extravagant family, where everything is possible. Obviously, in order to 
support this big family, Camilo’s passion for public service and trips had to be put aside; and 
opted for his third passion: Media Link.

Camilo started Media Link from zero and turned it into a prestigious company dedicated to 
market research and polls. This would have never been possible without the help of Ana María 
Rojas his personal assistant, who came as a trainee and never left the company or his side. She 
has been in charge of managing the schedule and life of her boss for over 20 years. The same 
amount of time she has been in love with him. The life of everyone changes radically when 
Josefina finds out she has cancer and decides to find –helped by the efficient Anita- a woman to 
take her place, as mother of seven and wife, after she is gone. Now, Anita has the opportunity 
of materializing that impossible love with her boss.

Cuenta 
Conmigo

100 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892673 CC2019
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

I LOVE YOU UNTIL I DIE.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892673


Video Link Password

Sabina Astudillo is a young, humble and ambitious woman, willing to do anything to obtain 
power and fortune. In order to reach the top she wil try to seduce Leonardo Santander, a 
candidate for the presidency of Chile, and most likely the next president of the country Her 
mother’s ethics and principles, along with Leonardo’s wife and Mariano, the love of her life, will 
become the most powerful obstacles in her way to fulfil her dreams of greatness. However, her 
ambition is stronger than all and she will do whatever it takes to become the First Lady of Chile. 
The steps Sabina needs to follow to reach to the top will be many.

First, to gain the trust of Bruna, Leonardo’s wife, mother of Diego and Cristina, who lives a 
tiresome and melancholic life, frustrated by a poor marital relationship where love and intimacy 
have been left aside to prioritize the political career of her husband.. In order to leave boredom 
behind she has decided to go back to university and complete her architecture studies, which 
she abandoned when she married Leonardo. In need of an assistant to organize her student 
and future first lady’s schedule, she hires Sabina — without knowing that she, through intrigue 
and intricate plans, will destroy her and her family. Sabina finally reaches the place she always 
wanted to be and seems to be very close to fulfilling her dreams of becoming the First Lady 
of the country.

However, Bruna is willing to do anything to take her life and family back. Helped by Mariano, 
they will try to unmask Sabina attacking her by her weakest side: the passion that Mariano, her 
beloved theater director, still awakens in her. In politics anything goes, and the intrigues for 
power, seem to be just beginning.

First Lady

100 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7236089 PDF2019
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

IN POLITICS ANYTHING GOES, AND INTRIGUES FOR POWER 
APPEAR TO BE JUST BEGINNING.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7236089


Video Link Password

Vicente Soler loves women, and to be surrounded by them. He is the founder of “Angeles”, 
a business which turns them into professional housekeepers. As part of a personal tradition 
Vicente invites the most outstanding five students from the last generation, to a magic night out 
to the best Santiago hotel. That night Vicente is found dead in his bed wearing a wide smile. 
The diagnosis: a heart attack, possibly brought on by a passionate night of love. Five are the 
suspects for his widow Beatriz… Who killed Vicente Soler with her passion?

Brujas

110 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979601 BRU2019
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Dramedy Format Available

Synopsis

AND TO MUCH HONOR.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979601


Series



Video Link Password

The disappearance of the young Marta Labrada, provides local police officer Eva Mayo with new 
clues that can help her discover the truth about her sister’s disappearance a few years earlier. 
Aware that the police will never reopen the case, she decides to impersonate the identity of 
the National Police Inspector Rosa Vargas to follow the new clues that will help her discover 
why she disappeared. In the investigation she will discover the tragic end of her sister, uncover 
a prostitution network in which National Police and the Civil Guard are involved, but above all, 
she will find her sister’s murderer.

In 2010, a few days before the arrival of Pope Benedict XVI to Santiago de Compostela, the 
investigation into the disappearance of the young Marta Labrada in the small town of Murias, 
brings to light the bodies of 10 women. The priority of Lieutenant Javier Cao and Inspector Rosa 
Vargas will be to find Marta before they can kill her ... Without imagining that they are not the 
only ones looking for the murderer.

Bitter Daisies

6 x 70’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6594804 ESDLM2019
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Police Thriller Drama

Logline

Synopsis

ONLY TWO TYPES OF PEOPLE ARE LOOKING FOR A MURDERER, THOSE 
WHO SEEK TO ENFORCE THE LAW AND THOSE WHO SEEK REVENGE.

Duration

CTV Comarex
Producer

Worldwide (Except Spain)
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6594804


Video Link Password

The Old Crocks is an ingenious, improvised and geriatric criminal band that has been forced 
to heist pharmacies in Gran Santiago without firing a single shot. The band consists of Julian, 
The Raven and Marian, lifelong friends. Why did they rob this pharmacies? because Estela 
(Julian’s wife) is ill and the high cost of her treatment outweighs their economic possibilities. And 
hopelessly, she’ll die. Estela is the soul of the house that houses a diverse group of elders. She 
has worked for them and others at the Judicial Assistance Corporation. It’s her refuge and her 
life. 

At the time of leaving, Estela entrusts The Old Crocks to help the underdogs that she cannot 
help in life.  Thus, The Old Crocks are transform in a peculiar band of outlaws who in each 
episode investigate, plan and execute a plan to help those who have been let down by the 
system. In this adventure they will deal with their own personal and family conflicts and although 
they fear the police less than their prostates: they will soon realize that the law is much closer 
than they think. 

The Old 
Crocks

10 x 50’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7505411 CCM12
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Comedy

Synopsis

Duration

Canal 13 / CNTV
Producer

Worldwide (Except Chile)
Availability

THE JUSTICE LATE,
BUT COMES...



Video Link Password

Helga Gunkel and Flora Gutierrez are the first women of the tax police, In their first mission they 
are sent to Kerrén, a small village located on the Big Island of Tierra de Fuego, where they 
investigate the theft of Sigfried, a fine blood horse owned by Don Raymond Gamper, a powerful 
mentero of German origin, owner of everything and everyone.

This simple case hides a criminal who has returned for revenge, starting a series of other crimes
that the people prefer to ignore, however, for Helga and Flora, transforms into a mysterious 
puzzle of intrigues that will have to be elucidated. puzzle

Helga &
Flora

10 x 52’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5746169 H&F2019
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Police Drama

Storyline

Duration

Canal 13 / CNTV
Producer

Worldwide (Except Chile)
Availability

DEATH LURKS AT THE END
OF THE WORLD

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5746169


Video Link Password

Being mature and making good decisions is always a problem.  But if you recently moved with 
your boyfriend, you’re Spanish woman, now living in Mexico, and your boss is a sexist and your 
mother pressures you to give her grandchildren. UFF! So hard how many things a woman has 
to face.

Macarena is a young Spanish woman. She has everything in order: a good job in Mexico, good 
friends who love her and a promising relationship with Jorge, her boyfriend. She left everything 
in Spain to live happily ever after in Mexico City. Her luck changes, when she faints at the 
wedding of one of her best friends. After several tests the doctor diagnoses her pre-menopause, 
so she has a year to get pregnant, otherwise she will not be able to be a biological mother.
 
After the hard blow, she decides to return home and tell her boyfriend what happened, 
Macarena finds Jorge with another woman.
 
Disappointed and betrayed, Macarena desperately searches for the one who will be the father 
of her only child, she has less than a year to procreate. This and many others are Macarena’s 
tragic and fun messes ... Time is running out!

Julia Marco, Juan Pablo Gil, Begoña Narváez, Pablo Valentín y Armando Hernández.

Surviving 30’s

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6940282 SAL30
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Dramedy

Storyline

Synopsis

Cast

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE
TO FIND TRUE LOVE.

10 x 35’
Duration

MCM Studios
Producer

Worldwide
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6940282


Video Link Password

A teenage boy begins to suffer hallucinations, a threat in his life and and will change his life 
forever, a trip to reality. He does not remember anything.

Seasons 1
After having a traumatic episode, MATTHEW (16) begins to suffer hallucinations that complicate 

their relationships in school. When he returns of one of his hallucinations episodes, he is accused 

of having murdered his best friend. Alejo, the father of MATTHEW and Paula, the psychologist of 

the school, initiates an investigation to try to prove the innocence of the adolescent and avoid an

unfair condemned. Along this winding road to the truth, he will discover dark secrets that may 

never needed to be revealed

Seasons 2
Paul, the psychologist, now has the certainty that the death of Luciano Avalos was the local 

police. As well as some of the most powerful families of the town were also involved Everything 

is now clearer: Matthew is a part of a complex service of false clues and deductions, an 

organization of the true culprits to divert attention from what really is important. The problem 

becomes bigger and bigger because the fact of revealing the truth hidden behind a mental 

tendency means risking life and even confronting the “owners” of the people. MATTHEW and 

Alejo join Paula, without the help of the police and working on the verge of illegality, they will 

discover the truth that is better than Luciano’s death. This is a case of police brutality that ended 

in an unjustified death. There is a link between drug trafficking and the school of MATTHEW and 

Luciano. Child prostitution? (THIS IS MENTIONED IN THE TRAILER) The truth and the mysteries 

of the families of the people increase since, apparently, all are involved in some way or another.

Matthew

16 x 30’ 2 Seasons

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5976397 MATEO2019
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Psychological Drama 

Synopsis

NOMINATED FOR “BEST SERIES”
IN THE “TV SERIES BERLIN FESTIVAL 2019”.

Duration

Idealismo
Producer

Worldwide (Except Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay)
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5976397


Video Link Password

BRONCO is a transversal band in the broadest sense of the word. In 35 years of career and 
with 30 million records sold, they have managed to get their followers to break the barrier of 
classism and cultural differences. Their fans come from all socioeconomic levels and their music 
is enjoyed equally on both sides of the border. Racism, failures and rejections in chain, genetic 
poverty and the ignorance that accompanies it, were not enough obstacles for these broncos 
to curb their path to success.

Their career is full of national and international awards, gold and platinum records, and several 
tours throughout America and Europe. 

BRONCO is a successful brand not only in the musical field but they have also made movies, 
TV, clothing lines, shoes and comics with sales exceeding 5 million copies.

Bronco are more alive than ever: They said goodbye in 1997 at the Estadio Azteca in front of 
110,000 people and returned 20 years later to cram the Vive Latino music festival before 80 
thousand fans.

Bronco

13 x 52’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6557782 BSM2019
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BioSeries Drama

Synopsis

THEY WERE BORN TO WORK IN THE FIELD
AND FINISHED SELLING 30 MILLION DISCS.

Duration

Plataforma Comarex
Producer

Worldwide
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6557782


Video Link Password

Breicok is a multinational pharmaceutical corporation that, in celebration of its thirtieth anniversary, 
organizes a convention in Barranquilla, Colombia. The company has been the subject of 
complaints in various countries. There have been accusations that Breicok has produced a drug 
that has caused the deaths of many children. Federico Breicok, president of the company, flatly 
denies the accusations. Among those attending the convention are Mauricio Riera, director in 
the United States, Elena Ramírez, director in the Dominican Republic and Claudio Alberti, in 
Chile. Also, at the hotel has arrived Belgica Briceño pretending to be a tourist. Prior to the start 
of the convention, Faust, escort and trustworthy man of Federico, is killed with injected cyanide. 
Despite what happened, Federico decides to continue with the agenda. On opening night, Victor, 
a desperate father, breaks into the event. In front of the guests Victor points Federico with a 
gun and claims revenge for the death of his son as a result of a Breicok medication. Finally, the 
situation is controlled by Samuel, police inspector and Victor is arrested.

“Mauricio meets Belgica and is attracted to her, it is reciprocal. As the days pass, there are other 
murders the police investigate and they are attributed to a serial killer. Mauricio, who has fallen 
in love with Belgica, inquires in parallel about the drug. The results confirm the danger of the 
medicine. Mauricio tells Belgica and she supports him. Mauricio confronts Federico and threatens 
to report him if they do not withdraw the drug from the market. Federico fires him from the 
company and hires a hitman to kill him. The hitman ambushes Mauricio in his room, but fails to kill 
him as he is startled by a stranger with his face covered, who saves Mauricio by the hitman. The 
face of the murderer is unveiled and Mauricio is stunned to discover that Belgica saved his life.” 

Belgica confesses to Mauricio her identity: Ana Andarcia. She explains that her father, Gabriel 
Andarcia, a pharmacist scientist was tortured and killed by Federico to avoid being denounced 
for the fatal consequences of a drug produced by Breicok Pharmaceutical. Belgica assures 
Mauricio that he will avenge his father’s death and of the victims of the bad practices of Breicok. 
Mauricio asks him not to do so because there is enough evidence to put those responsible in 
jail. Belgica disappears and Mauricio fails to try to find her. Federico moves his influences, bribes 
and buys wills by saving himself from jail despite Mauricio’s complaints.

One night, Belgica enters Federico’s house and fulfills his righteous deed by slaughtering him 
in the pool. The next day Mauricio, in a newspaper stand, reviews the headlines and continues 
on his way. Belgica, from a distance, melancholy sees Mauricio move away. Immersed in his 
thoughts, he smiles: Belgica did justice.

Breicok

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7104914 BCK2020
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Thriller Drama

Synopsis

PHARMACIST EMPORIUM TO COLLAPSE,
IS NOT REVENGE... BUT JUSTICE.

8 x 24’
Duration

Albavisión
Producer

Worldwide
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7104914


Video Link Password

“Los Pazos, Galice. 1898. Wolves and Lambs is the story of three families: the noble Villamariños, 
the middle-class Los Mendoza and Los Cordine, the peasants. Once their lives intertwine 
tragedy follows. It is also the story about the lives of five women: Alicia, Helena, Aurora, Violeta 
and a mysterious Robin Hood vigilante called “La Loba”. 

Marquis Marcial Vilamarino, a traditional heartless landlord, is after the only piece of land in 
town he doesn’t own: Los Mendoza’s old water mill. Los Mendoza have healed the inhabitants of 
Viguña since forever. Lands are not the only thing they are fighting for. Alicia, the Marquis’ wife 
is the true love of a Mendoza. An impossible love that had lasted for 30 years. Helena Mendoza 
is also in love with the artist Mario Cordine, the son of a peasant. Aurora Mendoza fell for her 
mentor, Carmen who died under mysterious circumstances. And Violet… 

Violet has a double life, one as Pepa La Loba, a female Robin Hood, and another one which 
remains a mystery to be unveiled. Death hunts them all, with the Marquis being the worst hunter 
unleashed.”

Wolf
and Lambs

15 x 60’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5791551 LYC2019
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Drama Romance

Synopsis

A HISTORY OF LOVE AND INTRIGUES
IN THE SPAIN OF LA BELLE EPOQUE. GALICIA, 1898.

Duration

Galiwood
Producer

LATAM
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5791551


Video Link Password

“Sketches” tells the story of Diego, an aspiring comic book illustrator, and his group of friends 
and how they face life changes.

“Diego, a noble and sensitive young man, has been drawing a comic based on the lives of his 
friends and his personal story. Due to his lack of self-esteem, he does not believe in his talent 
and does not dare to publish his comic book on social networks. His fears, along with the loss 
of a loved one will make him contemplate to abandoning his greatest dream, while discovering 
love for the first time in Fernanda, his best friend, who does not realize how beautiful she is 
inside and out.”

Sketches

6 x 42’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6712231 M2020
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Teen Drama

Logline

Synopsis

A PORTRAIT OF A GENERATION THAT KNOWS 
THAT EVERYONE #BOCETOSDEUNSUEÑO.

Duration

La Guíoneria
Producer

Worldwide
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6712231


Video Link Password

The Clinic is a psychiatric hospital housed in an old mansion that is headed up by Dr. Cosme 
Krauss,  who ends up becoming a hysterical patient himself due to his persecution mania. At 
the Clinic there are all sorts of patients whose mental disorders, pathologies and everyday 
occurrences make the place anything but boring. 

Elvicio arrives to The Clinic because his girlfriend, Maripily has him committed there to prevent 
him from leaving her. From the start, Elvicio tries to escape, but when he meets Lucy, the chief 
nurse who is an attractive if naïve young woman and the object of Dr. Krauss’ affections, he 
decides to postpone his escape plans.

But what no one counted on is that Maripily checks herself into The Clinic in order to be near 
to the man she loves. This sets off a double love triangle that has unpredictable consequences. 
The Clinic also has some other rather peculiar patient: Miguel/Faustino/ Sereno/Navajas a 
brilliant young man who has an impressive academic career, however he’s in conflict with his 
own conscience that constantly betrays him and takes over him, turning him into a perverse 
rancher at one moment and into a Colombian from a poor neighborhood at another. 

Amid the lunacy, Elvicio ends up being the director of The Clinic with his new love, Lucy. The 
Clinic, now led by this lazy artist, will have to survive the difficulties of lack of funding, new 
patients,  new romances, insane goings-on and all sorts of other problems.

Insanity that is so much fun would be difficult to find, as life at The Clinic takes on all sorts of 
entanglements, misunderstandings and mistakes, with the patients and the staff confusing one 
other, which leaves one to think that the craziest of them all are not necessarily the mental 
patients! 

The Clinic

120x60’

https://vimeo.com/302496366/dfcc68ffba
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Comedy

Synopsis

THE PERSON WHO TRULY LOVES YOU,
WILL NEVER LET YOU GO.

Duration

Adicta Films
Producer

Worldwide
Availability

https://vimeo.com/302496366/dfcc68ffba


Video Link Password

“The Shelter” is a dilapidated nineteenth-century house owned by Esperanza, a woman in the 
full throes of the menopause, whose husband has left her for a Hooters hostess 20 years her 
junior.  Until a few days ago Esperanza lived in ignorant bliss with her unfaithful husband, her 
senile father who has a physical disability which for the life of him he can’t remember how he 
got it, her daughter Mercedes Yolanda, a.k.a. “The Blister” for obvious reasons and Crescencia 
the macho maid and a former wrestling pro.  Then there’s Búlgaro Antonio, Esperanza’s spoilt 
son who has decided to live with his mother at this painful time in her life and save himself 
a small fortune in rent added into the bargain.  A misunderstood folk singer Búlgaro Antonio 
has just been kicked out of the apartment where he and his Cuban wife lived.  Also into the 
mix is Remora, Esperanza’s 17-year-old grandson, who has also joined their ranks because his 
parents have gone to live in Ciudad del Carmen and do not want him skipping school (although 
he’s been suspended for a month already for exploding a bomb in the bathroom).  Mercedes 
Yolanda, who has been away on a tour of the former Soviet Union, arrives home with Boris her 
very blonde and very pungent Russian boyfriend who she met on Facebook a month ago and 
who is currently the love of her life.  All these characters live at the “shelter”, a house of misfits 
and hangers-on as Crescencia calls it.  

The Shelter is a mirror of a typical dysfunctional Mexican family: an absentee father, an over-
protective mother, children who can’t let go of their mother’s apron strings and their equally 
unstable partners, not to mention the maid and the grandfather who is forever in the way.  All 
living under the same roof - with hilarious results!

As we get to know the characters we not only become acquainted with their defects and 
inconsistencies but also the qualities and values that make them who they are and what defines 
their roles in this strangely lovable family that is constantly in the process of disintegrating and 
putting itself back together again.

This is a reflection on the importance of family, no matter what form it takes, because as the 
saying goes, there’s no place like home or, in this case, The Shelter.

The Shelter

140x60’

https://vimeo.com/302493891/0bd54b4281
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Comedy

Synopsis

THE LAUNDRY IS WASHED AT HOME.

Adicta Films

Worldwide

Duration

Producer

Availability

https://vimeo.com/302493891/0bd54b4281


Video Link Password

“A Estiba” is the story of a ship that arrives at the port of Ardora with all its crew slaughtered 
and the cargo disappeared. This ship came from Nigeria. On the same day, Manuela Fortes 
returns to her city to replace her father at the police headquarters. All eyes are on her to solve 
the case and face all the crimes that happen in this place.

There are suspects and little evidence to solve the case. Inspired by real stories of the National 
Police in Spain.

A Estiba

17 x 70’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6808575 AE2019
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Thriller

Synopsis

A NIGHTMARE, MYSTERY AND ONE OF LAW... 
THE SILENCE.

Duration

TVG
Producer

Worldwide
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6808575


Video Link Password

“The series, written and directed by the prominent producer Carlos Pinto, portrays fictional 
stories inspired by real-life criminal cases; these are the stories of ordinary people who never 
imagined of committing a crime. 

The stories of “Irreversible” peacefully start in a neighborhood or a town where nothing ever 
happens. But suddenly, an incident happens which marks the life of the protagonist, destroys 
peace and brings out the impulse of committing a crime. The heroes are taking a decision that 
will change their lives forever; there’s definitely no turning back. 

“Irreversible” is a series of unitary episodes in which different stories are linked with an umbilical 
cord: a human being facing an abyss and deciding whether to take a step forward or a step 
back; the first option will inevitably lead the person to becoming a murderer and irreversibly, 
fall into the void.”

Irreversible

57 x 43´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5835225 I2019
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Thriller Format Available

Synopsis

THE WORLD IS CHANGING.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5835225


Video Link Password

Cristopher Millan has a dream: to become a professional soccer player. With the help of his 
sports agent -who is about to go bankrupt- he manages to leave his humble club and play for 
Chile’s national soccer team.

For good or for bad, money and fame will change Christopheŕ s life. Will Cristopher be able to 
balance his prince-like life with the poor boy he once was?

Neighborhood 
Kings

11 x 55´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892752 PDB2019
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Dramedy Format Available

Synopsis

THE DREAM OF MANY,
AT THE FEET OF FEW.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892752


Video Link Password

More than 30 000 people receive organs each year worldwide. Each of these cases involves a 
story where tragedy is mixed with hope; lives disrupted in unexpected accidents and random 
acts; they find a sense when their vital organs give another a new chance at life. 

In “ Life After Life “ we find men and women from different worlds, who come together when 
the death of one becomes a new beginning for the other.

Life After Life

12 x 50´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892756 VXV2019
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

DOCTORS IN EMERGENCY.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892756


Video Link Password

In the “ Therapeutic Community of Peñalolén “ led by Rocio Riquelme and Eva Beltran, they 
specialize in treating various addictions through contact with nature and themselves. Rocio 
Riquelme is a psychologist convinced that all addictions are rooted in the past. However, it is 
just that she is addicted to, the past.

Being pregnant with her son Salvador, Tilo her husband was murdered by DNI (Directorate of 
National Intelligence, Pinochet’s military government agency ) and never found his body. She 
was never able to rebuild their lives, and today, she is dedicated completely to her work. Eva 
Beltran is Rocio’s partner. Psychologist, and also responsible for the finances of the community.

Back to Me 

10 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892758 VAM2019
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

GOOD THERAPY.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892758


Video Link Password

Charly Tango is the story of three passionate flying pilots who work for a very particular tourist 
agency. The agency’s owner is Polo, an enchanting blind man and a very special person, the 
founder of an air tourist agency. His actual love is Fernanda, a woman of the world, brought up 
as a true princess. Tomás, one of the co. pilots falls in love with the least appropriate woman, 
his boss’s fiancée to whom he owes everything he is. Even though the three pilots have very 
different personalities they are inseparable. Unexpectedly a treasure is sent by heaven provoking 
serious conflicts among them, putting their association to the test. Each one has a plan to 
spend the fortune. This is going to be the beginning of many of their problems. Tomás is noble, 
generous and easy going.

He is a pilot, even though he has big financial problems; he has to provide for his family and 
also afford his mother’s continuous squander…. Pablo is a dreamer, a risk fanatic. He dreams 
about being an acrobatic pilot. He loves adrenaline, he takes risks without caring. There are no 
rules for him; he loses his sense of responsibility when he is in the air. For the same reason he 
would like to buy his own plane to be able to fly without restrictions. Álvaro lives his life keeping 
up appearances. He is such social climber that he has never shared his true background with his 
friends. He tells everybody that he lives in an exclusive apartment in the best part of town and 
that he travels to top destinations for holidays. He spends all his money on expensive clothes, 
shoes and restaurants. His interests, ambitions and suspicions are going to hold a sword over 
the group’s code of honor and endanger their relationship.Charly Tango 

54 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979622 CT2019
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Drama Format Available

Synopsis

FASTEN YOUR SEATBELT.
BLAST OFF WITH EVERYTHING.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979622


Video Link Password

Donovan Huaiquimán and Richard Tolosa are two private detectives who work in Chinatown 
down in Santiago using their dear “bolido” a Kia Pop as wheels. This couple not only share 
adventures, action and a lot of debts but also their love for “hot dogs”. 

Huaquimán, an ex-policeman has to control the hyperventilated and flat feet Richard Tolosa, 
and the pain of an old love. While Tolosa will see himself confronted by his friend because of 
the new secretary .. Young and good looking who hides a big secret. 

They are the neighbourhood antiheroes who very cleverly passionately and cunningly can solve 
the cases which the clumsy Commissioner Seisdedos and his deputy cannot.

Huaiquiman
& Tolosa

12 x 45´ / 12 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892690 HYT2019
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Comedy Action Format Available

Synopsis

PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5892690
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Video Link Password

The Ecoloco for some time has perfected his way of contaminating and affecting the entire 
ecology of the planet, with the help of his henchmen Cuquita Cucaracha and Carolo Acaro is 
looking for ways to attract new followers to help him with his evil plans; but he did not count 
on the return of the Bubbles that have perfected their knowledge and inventions to fight the 
Ecoloco.

The Bubbles after a long journey through space have returned to Earth and have encountered 
all the evils that the Ecoloco did, but they teach us in a fun way and with special guests how 
we can help the planet.

The capsules are intended to raise awareness in children and adults about the current situation 
of Planet Earth as well as show the small changes that can be made.

Bubbles 
Planet

26 x 12´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6957490 PB2020
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Fiction

Synopsis

BUBBLES
RETURNS TO SAVE THE PLANET.

Duration

Fun Sci Entertainment
Producer

LATAM
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6957490


Teens



Video Link Password

When Grachi and her single father move to a new town, she thinks all she’ll have to deal with 
is making new friends. Until she starts developing strange powers and discovers she’s part of a 
magical world, full of witches, Guardians and Kanays. Soon, she’s trying to master her power, 
before spoiled, bad witch Matilda steals them. To make matters worse, she falls hard and fast for 
Daniel, the school’s swim team champion and Matilda’s boyfriend. Grachi and Daniel are meant 
to be together, but everything stands in their way. The butterflies she feels every time she sees 
him, manifest and magically appear around her.

The only problem is Daniel is very allergic to them. This is a turning point for Grachi who wants 
to learn to control her magic so that she can be close to him. Over time, Grachi learns to control 
her powers, and finds out that she is the Chosen One meaning she is the most powerful witch 
ever born. If being a teenage girl in a new school wasn’t difficult enough, Grachi must keep 
her powers a secret from all her new friends, except from her BFF Mecha who also happens to 
be the daughter of one of the most important guardians. Mecha supports her friend and helps 
her learn new spells without anyone finding out. To make matters worse, the Escolarium’s evil 
principal wants to steal Grachi and Matilda’s powers.

Grachi must stop her and keep her powers hidden from skeptical Daniel, who hates magic. 
Everything comes to a head during Matilda’s sweet sixteen party in which the Principal holds 
Daniel hostage and the two young witches must work together to defeat her. Ending the first 
season winning this battle but with weaker magic powers. During the second season, Grachi 
recovered her powers over the summer, but had to keep them hidden from skeptical Daniel. 
She’s determined to live a happy, magic-free life with him. Until, she meets spell-happy Mia and 
all bets are off.

Mia knows that Grachi is “The Chosen One” and is determined to take her place, in the magic 
realm and in Daniel’s heart.

Grachi

S1- 75 x 60´ S2- 81 x 60´ S3- 50 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7146174 GRCH
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Drama Fantasy

Synopsis

LIFE IS WONDERFULLY MAGICAL.

Duration

Studio 100
Producer

LATAM
Availability

Live Action

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7146174


Video Link Password

From a technological and programming point of view, she is beautiful.

She has the appearance of a 17 year-old girl, but she actually is a secret project built by Sofia, 
a scientist Franky calls “mother”. Although Franky’s brain functions like a cutting-edge computer 
with unlimited internet access and vast data storage, that is not enough for her to pass herself 
off as a human teenager: Franky cannot comprehend what feelings are or what’s their use, 
she doesn’t understand jokes or hidden motives either. And of course, she is not capable of 
having any emotion. But all this will start to change while Franky lives the experience of having 
family, friends, and even a boyfriend! At school, she will always be forced to conceal her true 
identity, which will lead to the funniest misunderstandings. And back at home, she will have to 
adapt to her role as daughter and big sister, two complicated tasks for such an eccentric being 
like Franky. Surely the greatest challenge will be falling in love… without her operating system 
crashing!

I Am Franky

S1- 60 x 60´ S2 60 x 60´ S3- 40 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979514 YSF2019
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Comedy Sci-Fi

Synopsis

VERY SOON YOU WILL DISCOVER A NEW FRANKY.

Duration

Studio 100
Producer

LATAM
Availability

Live Action

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979514


Video Link Password

An art group of young music and dance lovers, fight for a common dream: To graduate from the 
most prestigious young talent’s Academy in the country Le Blanc. For this they have to endure 
difficult trials. The competition will be strong!! However love and friendship are woven in an 
environment full of music, dance, humor and entertaining adventures.

Amango

12 x 43´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7263801 amango
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Musical Live Action

Synopsis

THE TV SERIES WHERE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide /Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7263801


Video Link Password

“Feña’s Blog” is an interactive and innovative series, that shows Feña’s life out of Le Blanc 
Academy of Arts (spin-off Amango). Feña is a funny and nice girl, but very unsure of herself. 

She is always caught in between trouble and misunderstandings. In her website, she asks people 
for help. The audience, through text messages, will help her solve her problems at school, with 
friends, family and even with boys! 

People get to decide how the story continues.

El Blog
de la Feña

T1- 13 x 25´ T2- 24 x 25´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7263809 blog
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Musical Live Action

Synopsis

LA SERIES DONDE TUS SUEÑOS SE HACEN REALIDAD.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide /Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7263809


Entertainment



Video Link Password

A battle that takes place at the Hottest Borders. Every border is not just a limit between nations. 
It is a line that separates what is legal... and what’s illegal. A very thin line that many people are 
ready to cross. This show takes you to the most convulsed borders. Day after day, every border 
becomes a hectic and dangerous scene, where everything can happen: uncontrolled migrations, 
drug trafficking and exotic animals contraband; human trafficking for sexual exploitation or semi-
slavery. However, men and women are there. From police, military or customs officers, fighting 
against those who try to violate the law without rest. With them, you will live the action, the 
tension and the drama... And you will witness the battles against crime that reach the limit more 
than ever. 

Latin American 
Hot Borders

26 x 30´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5894678 FP2019
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Docureality

Synopsis

A FIGHT WITHOUT BORDERS.

Duration

Omava
Producer

Worldwide / Except Bolivia

Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5894678


Video Link Password

More than 8 million people coexist and transit through the most tormented metropolis of 
Colombia.

Every day, at least 3 homicides, 170 robberies, and 90 accidents are being registered. The 
METROPOLI cameras are recording 24 hours a day, for the sake of those who save and protect 
their citizens:

An elite police force that goes into the most conflicted and dangerous neighborhood of the 
city looking to disrupt criminar organisations, prevent criminal attemps and stop drug-operations.

Medical emergency units strategically distributed all over the city, are ready to work on any 
emergency in less than ten minutes.

A specialised television crew joins the cities security teams to show all the action. Security 
officers and doctors wear microphones and cameras the whole time so you can be a FRONT-
LINE witness to each incident.

Metropoli

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7310908 MCDMX
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Docureality

Sinopsis

A SERIES SHOWING THE ACTION, VERTIGO AND RAWNESS OF 
THE MOST DANGEROUS CITIES UNFILTERED.

26 x 30´
Duration

Omava
Producer

Worldwide / Except LATAM

Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7310908


Video Link Password

When you find yourself in conflict, always remember one thing: all of your problems have a 
solution. “The Master Plan” takes everyday situations to the limit. A charismatic host, with the help 
of a spectacular production, is able to solve different conflicts creating incredible maneuvers 
that will question the habits and prejudices of people. The Master Plan, a little fiction to change 
your reality.

The
Master Plan

14 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979664 EGT2019
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Docureality

Synopsis

A LITTLE FICTION TO CHANGE YOUR REALITY.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979664


Video Link Password

There’s nothing better than giving fraudsters a dose of their own medicine! Caught Red Handed 
is the television program where we make criminal misdeeds to come uncover. We show their 
fraud mechanisms to the audience, so they can never again deceive a new victim. “Caught Red 
Handed”, a television program where victims will get sweet revenge.

Caught
Red Handed
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Docureality

Synopsis

A TELEVISION PROGRAM WHERE VICTIMS
WILL GET SWEET REVENGE.

Duration

Producer

Availability

86 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7236130 ESPT2019

Canal 13

Worldwide / Excepto Chile

Format Available

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7236130


Video Link Password

Eight female panelists invite a celebrity (singer, politician, actor) to the studio and challenge him 
with games and discussions of “textual harassment”. The guest will have to answer the panelists’ 
questions that deal with issues related to women and reveal the way they think.

The audience in the studio consists solely by women who also participate in the show by 
answering the questions concurrently with the guest. If his answers match the ones of the 
audience, the guest will receive applause and PRAISE... But if he answers differently, his chair 
will start to sink away from the set... And along with the chair, there goes our guest of the day!

“Textual Harassment” is an innovative and unique program which combines discussion, games 
and debate about every subject that interests contemporary women. 

Textual 
Harassment

88 x 45´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7105329 AT2020
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Talk Show

Synopsis

EIGHT PANELISTS VS ONE GUEST.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7105329


Video Link Password

Hosted by Mauricio Mancera, a Mexican Celebrity, GOIN’LOCO is a multi-pranks & multi-victims 
hidden camera show filmed on the beach and in the streets of the beautiful resort town of Playa 
Del Carmen on the Mexican Riviera. It is the first and only comedy show in the world entirely 
shot in such an environment.

Life’s too short, so let’s have some fun along the way! GOIN’LOCO is a hidden camera show 
featuring a group of friends who go on vacation together, in one of the most famous beach 
destinations on the planet, the Mexican Riviera Maya. They have only one thing on their minds: 
to prank as many people as possible, and to prove once and for all that comedy and paradise 
can go hand in hand.

Goin´Loco

20 x 30´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5900432 GLV2019
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Hidden Camera

Synopsis

LIFE IS TOO SHORT, 
SO IT’S BEST TO HAVE FUN WHILE IT LASTS.

Duration

Comarex
Producer

Worldwide
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5900432


Video Link Password

Youngsters lost between excesses and out of control are taken to live an extreme experience 
inside a penitentiary. With their parents help, “No One Is Free” will shake them in a way that will 
make them question their lives and change they destiny.

No One
is Free

12 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6543359 NEL19
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Docureality

Synopsis

LOCKDOWN
SO YOU CAN CHANCE.

Duration

Comarex
Producer

Worldwide / Except Chile
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6543359


Video Link Password

22 contestants (celebrities and regular people) are divided into two mixed teams. Every week 
they will have to face a fierce competence which will grant them seven days full of futuristic 
privileges for some (the winning team), while the others will have to endure, for the same 
amount of time, the hardships of the past.

The house is a key element in “Opposite Worlds”, because it is the home for both the Past and 
the Future teams and this house is divided just by a glass wall. While some enjoy the comforts 
of a modern life, the others suffer the scarcity and hardship of past times. Members of the past 
and the future can interact with everyone, on a daily basis, at “The Yard of the Present”, but just 
for a few hours and under certain explicit conditions only.

A reality show where team work is essential and their permanence in one time or the other will 
depend exclusively on how they perform.

The show aired in 2012 in Chile (248 eps, 1 season), Colombia, Paraguay, and US.

• France
• Croacia 
• China 
•  USA 

• Colombia 
• Mexico 
• Guatemala 
• Paraguay 

Opposite
Worlds

60 x 60’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979641 MUND2019
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Reality Show

Synopsis

Countries where “Opposite Worlds” has been sold:

YOUR SIDE OF THE WALL...
DEPENDS ON HOW YOU PERFOM.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide (Except Chile)
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979641


Video Link Password

Two bachelors and 2 bachelorettes give love a last chance. The contestants divide in two 
couples that spend 48 hours together.

At the end of this period they switch partners to share another 48 hours and then decide who 
they choose to start a relationship with.

Singles Looking
for Love

12 x 60´

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979671 SEBDA2019
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Reality Show

Synopsis

FOUR DAYS, TWO CHOICES,
ONE DECISION.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide (Except Chile)
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979671


Video Link Password

Kitchen to Fame is the Reality Show that seeks out non-professional cooks who have a highly 
developed sense of taste and who want to become a cooking celebrity. We will be looking for 
10 men and 10 women in all the big cities, all of whom will have unique styles and specialties 
and who must be willing to join our cooking center where they will live and study for up to 
three months. Each week a panel comprising three nationally renowned specialists will judge the 
participants, one of whom will be expelled.

They will all be monitored live 24 hours a day and they can be seen sharing their living and 
learning experiences on the daily programs and also on the internet.

Kitchen
to Fame

Daily x 60´

https://vimeo.com/302496330 KTF2019
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Game Show

Synopsis

FROM AMATEUR 
TO CULINARY CELEBRITY.

Duration

Comarex
Producer

Worldwide
Availability

https://vimeo.com/302496330


Video Link Password

VERTIGO is a stelar transmedia show that has aired in Chile on prime time at 22:30 hrs since 
2003, adding now 12 seasons with excellent results among audiences and with a full repercussion 
on the media.

This is a show where 5 celebrities compete for a trip to a heavenly place, but in the end they 
are really fighting for something more important…

the acceptance and appreciation of the audience, who will vote in realtime during the entire 
show, defining who stays on this competition and who has to go through a modern and novel 
elimination system.

In each episode the participants are faced with their media conflicts. They will have to reveal 
secrets of their private lives and defend their postures against political and personal subjects.

The authenticity of VERTIGO relies in the prefect combination of three things:

HUMOR – TRUTH – CONTINGENCY

Which all together form the indisputable success of the format.

Vertigo

14 x 100’ 12 Seasons

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979636 VER2019
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Game Show

Synopsis

THE TRUTH ALWAYS WINS.

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide (Except Chile)
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979636


Video Link Password

There is nothing left, but us!

Many theories claim the world is coming to an end…soon. That is the cornerstone behind 
Year Zero: a catastrophe is about to destroy everything, global warming has changed the 
temperature of the Earth and a great cataclysm is about to come. That is why 22 intrepid people 
must take refuge in the desert looking for a safe place away from tsunamis…once this happens 
they will start a long journey back to civilization looking for a place to inhabit and re-establish 
society. This is exactly the leitmotiv of Year Zero: to build a better society. To achieve this, 22 
survivors —11 men and 11 women— each one possesses a very special characteristic worth to be 
preserved in the future. They will do everything to be crowned as the best man and woman of 
all humankind.

This man and woman will be chosen according to their ability to survive and adapt to new life 
conditions.

Year Zero

60 x 60’

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979655 A02019
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Reality Show

Synopsis

THERE IS NOTHING LEFT, BUT US!

Duration

Canal 13
Producer

Worldwide (Except Chile)
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5979655


Films



Video Link Password

Nebaj is a story based on the book “Escaping the Fire: How an Ixil Mayan Pastor Led His 
People Out of a Holocaust During the Guatemalan Civil War” published in 2010 by Terry Jacob 
McComb. The work explains that this exodus was one of the factors that caused the guerrillas 
to lose control of that area.

Diego Alfonso, Fernando Cuautle, Pedro Javier Silva Lira, Saúl Lisazo, David Medel, Juan Diego 
Rodriguez y Ana Serradilla.

Nebaj

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6955606 DEMSUB
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Drama

Synopsis

Cast

THE OTHER SIDE OF A SOCIAL CONFLICT.

1 x 75’ Kenneth Müller
Duration Director

KraftLogic Studios
Producer

LATAM
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6955606


Video Link Password

Abigail lives in a city whose borders were created years ago due to an epidemic of a mysterious 
disease. Abby’s Father was one of the sick, and he was taken away when she was six years old. 
When he goes to the authorities to find his father, Abby will find out that the city is full of magic. 
She will discover in herself extraordinary magical abilities.

Tinatin Dalakishvili, Eddie Marsan, Rinal Mukhametov.

Abigail and the 
Fantastic City 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6643764 ACF2019
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Fantasy Adventure Action

Synopsis

Cast

DISCOVER YOUR POWER.

1 x 100’ Aleksandr Boguslavskiy
Duration Director

KD Studios/20th Century Fox
Producer

LATAM
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6643764


Video Link Password

A girl is involved in a mystery that involves marine life throughout the world, in which two 
mysterious children are involved in some way.

When Ruka was younger, he saw a ghost in the water at the aquarium where his father works. 
Now she is attracted to the aquarium and the two mysterious children she meets there, Umi 
and Sora. They were raised by dugongs and heard the same strange calls from the sea as she. 
Ruka’s father and the other adults who work in the aquarium are only aware of what the children 
are experiencing while being caught in the mystery of the global disappearance of ocean fish.

Mana Ashida, Hiiro Ishibashi, Seishû Uragami.

Spirits
of the Sea

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7145580 EDM
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Animation Adventure Drama

Synopsis

Cast

WHERE IS LIFE BORN?

1 x 110’ Ayumi Watanabe
Duration Director

Beyond C./ Studio 4°C
Producer

LATAM
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/7145580


Video Link Password

Four young women travel to their university professor’s new country house for a weekend 
getaway, only to discover that the house has a malevolent ride.

Andrew Divoff, Sarah Davenport, Darby Walker.

The Hatred

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6220539 APMT360
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Horror Mistery Drama

Synopsis

Cast

YOUR FEARS ARE REAL.

1 x 90’ Michael G. Kehoe
Duration Director

Big Rock Films/ Westridge Films
Producer

LATAM
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6220539


Video Link Password

Lost inside Thailand, a young American couple plunges into the worst nightmare of their lives 
when they face an evil spirit that will show them the wildest and starkest face of pure horror.

James Landry Herbert, Scout Taylor-Compton, Mark Boone Jr.

Ghost House

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6220547 LBDBT360
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Horror Thriller

Synopsis

Cast

LEAVE HER ALONE.

1 x 90’ Rich Ragsdale
Duration Director

KNR Productions / Benetone Films 
Benetone Hillin Entertainment

Producer

LATAM
Availability

https://vimeo.com/showcase/6220547


Thank you!

comarex.tv
sales@comarex.tv


